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Low hanging fruit: Weak encryption is better than no encryption.

Enforced encryption is better than opportunistic encryption. Due to network effects it is difficult to deploy enforced encryption to existing networks (SMTP, XMPP [1] are examples). New standardization efforts need to learn from that.

"Meta" information is most important: Who is communicating with whom. The social graph needs to be protected. That is difficult. Support projects like Tor and GNUnet. Create and use standards for anonymous communication protocols.

Some valuable services can only be implemented using servers (with today's technology). But enable end-to-end encryption whenever possible.

All standards involved in communication are impacted. That includes communication between things which are used by humans.

A core problem: Combining different levels of encryption/security. Example: secure c2s - insecure s2s - secure s2c: no e2e security. That is typical for federated protocols like mail (SMTP) or messaging (XMPP). Maybe security labels [2] can be used here?

Levels of security should be visible to end users, similar to visibility of quality issues in public issue trackers. Use of c2s encryption or absence of it can be displayed by user interface, but what about s2s encryption? Can servers be prevented from lying to clients regarding absence of s2s encryption?

Do not support insecure technologies like DRM. Some standards can be dangerous [3].

Due to the human, social and political costs of privacy violations strong technical privacy protections are justified. For some people extremely strong (above average) protections are appropriate. Such protections should be possible using standard protocols.
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